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Dr. Pamela Wible is a family physician born into a family of
physicians who warned her not to pursue medicine. She soon
discovered why—to heal her patients she first had to heal her
profession. Fed up with assembly-line medicine, Dr. Wible
held town hall meetings where she invited citizens to design
their own ideal clinic. Open since 2005, Wible’s community
clinic has inspired Americans to create ideal clinics and
hospitals nationwide.
Her innovative model is now taught in medical schools and
featured in Harvard School of Public Health’s newest edition
of Renegotiating Health Care, a textbook examining major
trends with the potential to change the dynamics of health
care. Dr. Wible speaks widely on health care delivery and is
the bestselling author of Pet Goats & Pap Smears and
Physician Suicide Letters—Answered.
When not treating patients, Dr. Wible devotes herself to
medical student and physician suicide prevention. She has
investigated more than 1100 doctor suicides and her
extensive database and suicide registry reveals highest-risk
specialties—and solutions. In between treating her own
patients, Dr. Wible runs a free doctor suicide hotline and has
helped countless medical students and physicians heal from
anxiety, depression, PTSD, and suicidal thoughts so they can
enjoy practicing medicine again.
Dr. Wible’s blogs have been picked up by major media such as The Washington Post and Time Magazine.
She’s delivered 2 TED talks, an award-winning NPR interview, and her work on doctor suicide was the focus of
a primetime segment on America Tonight. Dr. Wible most recently reported on New York City’s physician
suicide cluster on Dr. Oz and is a subject in the new award-winning documentary, Do No Harm: Exposing The
Hippocratic Hoax.
An inspiring leader and educator of the next generation of physicians, Dr. Wible has been named one of the
2015 Women Leaders in Medicine by the American Medical Student Association, and TEDMED calls her the
“Physicians’ Guardian Angel.”
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